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Hence hiring a PR firm to soft land changes and to educate the public of changes, along with giving many
months of advance notice. Rumor has it that they want to create a large CWD zone. The reason is that testing
compliance from hunters is much better in disease zones than outside of disease zones. Both would be
matched up against Harvest Survey Report data to get the best sense of how many hunters are still hunting the
zone and exactly what they are killing, where and when. Dependent on the CWD zone being established.
Another rumor is that they are mulling 4 options for baiting. One is a statewide ban, 2 is a LP only ban, 3 is
allowing shelled corn only everywhere but the TB and CWD zone and 4 is allowing shelled corn only
statewide, to make simple uniform rules. The reasoning behind potentially allowing shelled corn is two fold.
While the major special interests seem lined up behind a ban, the Arkansas DNR kept corn legal due the
concerns listed above. I think MDNR would just assume keep limited baiting, limited to shelled corn only.
Antlerless harvest increased, but mainly because of increased antlerless tags. The NRC, on the other hand,
appears to have 4 votes locked in opposition to any expansion, so the selling point to sway the NRC would
have to achieve several important factors. If the only way a hunter could kill any buck was by buying the
combo, revenue would increase. The reasoning is that the full inclusion of crossbows was a success by every
measure. Full inclusion of crossbows has stabilized bow hunter numbers. This change would essentially be
full inclusion of firearms, by region. Big centerfires still would not be legal in the SLP. Another reason is that
since the legalization of certain rifles in the SLP has been so popular. Not in the era of CWD, anyways. Yet
another reason is youth participation with rifles and shotguns is decent. Youth participation with
muzzleloaders is poor. I think this sort of thing happening in a CWD zone is solid. Unknown if LP wide
either. Mainly for the CWD zone. Another rumor is, if regular firearms season and muzzleloader seasons are
combined, that a true primitive weapons season could be created in September. Pretty good, since rifles are
allowed in the SLP. Zero in an hot election year. The same is true with any rumors about a deer baiting
license. Although a baiting license is unlikely, because enforcement would require baiting to be legal only on
private land. But these are just rumors and ideas being kicked around.
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The E3 event just got over and no one expected EA to make an announcement with regards to the Sims
franchise because there are still lots of juice left in the Sims 4. The gaming industry has undergone some
major changes with battle royale modes becoming more common than ever and a lot of beloved franchises
from the past have vanished into thin air. In order to clarify your doubt, we can make some genuine
predictions based on what Rodiek said. Maxis is ready to make the game and Electronic Arts will publish it, if
they see enough revenue from the franchise that is currently going great on PC. To answer your question, yes
the Sims 5 will definitely be out and we can also predict when it will get launched based on past releases. The
original Sims got released in and sold The Sims 2 came out in and The Sims 3 in while a huge gap existed
before the fourth instalment finally landed. Predicting the lifespan of the Sims 4 to find the Sims 5 Release
Date Assumption The Sims 4 has lots of things going on at the moment and based on their immense
contribution to the forums, it looks like the major Sim Gurus are focusing on the current game than a new one.
At the same time, it is impossible to come up with a new game idea now and to get it released in the next two
or three years unless they have already worked on creating wireframes for the new title. The current instalment
has received a total of four huge expansion packs, five-game packs and twelve stuff packs till the first half of
A lot of factors should be taken into consideration before we predict when the lifetime of the current game
would end. As a matter of fact, it is nowhere close to wrapping up as only 9 solid packs have been launched
for the game, while others are simple stuff packs. Besides, the developers at Maxis should fix a lot of things
before they can talk about a new game. They are expected to give value for the money already spent by
players, fix bugs, add new features and bring in more interesting expansion packs to the existing game, before
moving on. Pets are simply the start of a second wave and not the end of the cycle. We have more content
planned, surprise our audience and deliver free content they could have fun with. During the interview,
producer admitted that they had a slightly rough start, which is what led them to roll out multiple free contents
such as toddlers, outfits and more has been planned to keep the community happy. In order to easily
understand the concept, you can take Rockstar as an example. When they launched GTA 5 in , they most
probably started development on Red Dead Redemption 2 which is getting launched in late , five years later!
Maxis announced without hiding anything saying that as soon as one base game ships, they will start working
on another. Considering the time it takes to develop new titles and resources involved, it is not surprising if we
come to know that the Sims 5 is already in development. The actual release date will, however, be decided
based on the lifecycle of the existing game, which seems to have more years to go especially with the fact that
they recently got released on the consoles. The fanbase is now being expanded on two completely new
platforms, the PS4 and the Xbox One which may delay launch date but it could be in development already.
What to Expect in the Sims 5? New Features, Gameplay and New Platforms! No Loading Screens and a Large
World One of the biggest things that will and could set the Sims 5 apart from older games is that there will be
no loading screens at all with a large world to explore. Sadly, this is not going to be groundbreaking, but rather
an essential feature. Many of the Sims games in the past including the Sims 3 allowed characters to walk
through, but the current instalment removed it. A large world where you can go to work, party and come back
home is a basic need. Almost every gaming machine, be it consoles or smartphones deliver raw hardware
power. It should be easy to incorporate an actual map and allow you to interact with other real players in
extensive multiplayer sessions but, that could make it like World of Warcraft, right? The ability to move
between maps on a vehicle should make it more seamless, user-friendly just like how you do in a large game
like Witcher 3. After a huge outrage, some of them were introduced back in as free updates. Parenthood and
toddlers are expected to be available on the Sims 5 on launch date along with other popular features found in
previous Sims games. Fully Customizable Characters and Aging System The ageing system in the Sims 4 is
really bad and it has to be fixed in the new title. According to fans in forums, the new game powered by a
completely revamped engine will allow players to completely modify the look of their characters from the
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skin, eye color, hair to tattoos, body type and so on. It will give players a more immersive experience and the
ability to distinguish themselves from the crowd. What to Avoid in the Sims 5? Microtransactions Publisher
Electronic Arts and Maxis should definitely avoid a lot of mistakes they have made in their current game.
More than Maxis, it is the publisher who should know that the Sims community will never appreciate things
like microtransactions, even though they are fond of purchasing game packs, expansion packs and other DLCs
that they keep releasing throughout its lifecycle. Unnecessary Expansion Packs Forcing players to buy content
which should have originally been in the base game is not at all appreciated. Battlefield V has removed
premium pass as it segregated players and microtransactions was fixed in Battlefront II which is a good sign
for the Sims 5 as EA is changing their route based on fan requests. The game surprisingly made its way to PS4
and Xbox One consoles, despite the lack of proper controls to have the freedom as you would do on a PC. A
similar innovation is expected to happen based on a Reddit post made in the past, which was later removed
citing copyright issues. The leak asked players in the Sims subedit on their opinion about playing the game in
virtual reality headsets from Oculus, HTC or other companies. The Sims 5 Will Also Focus on PS5 and the
new Xbox Consoles The upcoming game if released two years later will have all its attention towards newer
consoles and designed to make full use of the hardware power rendered by existing consoles. Many games that
get released in the next two years or later will ditch the original consoles because they got released way back
in and are running primitive hardware by now. With teraflops of impressive hardware power delivered by new
PlayStation 5 and Xbox family of consoles which are rumored to be announced in , the developers of the Sims
5 will have the freedom to make use of it to create a truly open world experience with lots of characters on
screen at the same time, seamless integration with smartphones and possibly VR as well, on PSVR 2. Rumors
claim that Microsoft is planning to add keyboard and mouse support to Xbox One consoles very soon. They
have already been actively supporting the PC community with cross-platform and play anywhere features. So
far, the developers have not made any exclusive announcements for the consoles. The Sims 5 Release Date
â€” Will it be in or ? Over the last two decades, Electronic Arts managed to publish one Sims base game every
four to five years. Based on their schedule which was religiously followed for the Sims, Sims 2 and Sims 3, it
looks like it will already be five years in since the Sims 4 got released in According to other rumors, an
entirely different story prevails and they are very logical that it is difficult to argue against it. The Sims 4 has
received about twelve different packs so far and only nine of them are a complex expansion or game packs
that brought about a change in gameplay. Electronic Arts and Maxis also have a proud moment in which
happens to be the grand 20th Anniversary of the Sims franchise. More on this topic.
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Neymar transfer rumors: Barcelona return allowed The Brazilian star has been given the green light to return to the
Spanish club. And for his old club, no less.
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